
Visibly Better Protection

Patient Care Instructions
for the DrySee® Bandage
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Caring for your
 DrySee® Bandageswound using

About DrySee®

Your DrySee bandage is on your wound to do four main jobs:
1. Help prevent infection

2. Provide a waterproof covering

3. Alert you if the bandage has been compromised and needs to be changed

4. Alert you if the center pad has become saturated and the bandage needs to be changed

DrySee bandages are an improvement to current waterproof bandage options. With our 
liquid indicating technology, DrySee lets you see if your bandage is wet or dry.  DrySee 
has been specifically designed to cover acute wounds such as cuts, abrasions, 
partial-thickness burns, and incisions. It can also be used to cover low-exuding, 
partial-thickness chronic wounds such as pressure ulcers, diabetic ulcers, and venous 
ulcers.

Our transparent adhesive bandage helps prevent bacteria from entering the dressing and 
getting into your wound. DrySee’s enhanced waterproof technology allows you to 
shower, bathe, and exercise, all while wearing the bandage for up to 4 consecutive days.
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When to Change Your Bandage
When showering or bathing, keep an eye on the perimeter band of the dressing. If water 
begins to penetrate the seal, this band will change color - prior to reaching the wound 
site. This color change is your alert to replace the bandage.

Partially
Compromised

Completely
Compromised

Some wounds produce fluid as they heal and sometimes excess fluid can accumulate 
underneath a bandage.  DrySee’s liquid intrusion alert makes monitoring this easy,  as you 
are able to see the pad gradually turn from light to dark blue, when it becomes saturated 
with fluid. When this happens, it’s time to change your bandage.

Partially
Saturated

Completely
Saturated



Bandage Application Guide
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Site Preparation

Wash hands before applying or removing your dressings.

Begin by making sure that your wound site is clean and dry and prepared according to 
your doctor's instructions. 

Excess hair should be removed and the area surrounding the wound should be dry and 
free of oils or lotions, this will increase the adhesive properties of the bandage. 

Application

Pull the packaging apart from the 
notch at the top and remove the 
dressing. Carefully remove one half of 
the backing and position on the skin 
so that the pad covers the wound. 

Follow by removing the remaining 
backing and pressing to adhere. Now, 
gently pull the top white paper ring 
away, slowly peel off and smooth the 
edges of the bandage to skin. 

When the top peel away portion has 
been fully removed, smooth and 
press the entire dressing, including 
edges, to the skin - making sure there 
are no wrinkles or folds.



Bandage Removal Guide
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Continuing Your Care at Home

DrySee dressings are a great at-home bandage solution. You can visually determine if 
your bandage is wet or dry and you can replace accordingly. DrySee is with you through 
the wound healing process and eliminates unnecessary bandage changes while allowing 
you to shower, bathe, or even swim, confidently.

Gently peel back the adhesive from 
the corner and lift the film, pulling 
away, until fully removed. Dispose of 
the used bandage. Do not reuse. 


